
KHAN ACADEMY
Own Your Learning - Own Your Future



What
 is
 Khan Academy

Practice Exercises
Instructional Videos 
Personalized Learning 
Student Dashboard that empowers learners
to study at their own pace in and outside of
the classroom 

Math, 
Science, 
Computing, 
History,
Art History,
Economics, 
and more, including K-14 and test
preparation (SAT, Praxis, LSAT) content. 

It is a personalized learning resource for all
ages offering:

 

 

Khan Academy tackles: 

 
They focus on SKILL MASTERY to help
learners establish strong foundations, 

so there's no limit to what they
 can learn next!

FREE TOOLS TO HELP
 

Khan Academy is working hard to ensure to
empower coaches of all kinds to better

understand what their students are up to
and how best to help them. 

See at a glance whether a student is
struggling or if they have hit a streak and
has now moved far ahead of the class. 

 

The teachers dashboard provides a
summary of class performance as a whole

as well as detailed 
student profiles.

 

https://www.khanacademy.org/khan-for-educators/k4e-us-demo/xb78db74671c953a7:getting-to-know-khan/xb78db74671c953a7:claim-your-khan-tenderfoot-badge/a/get-your-badge
https://www.khanacademy.org/khan-for-educators/k4e-us-demo/xb78db74671c953a7:getting-to-know-khan/xb78db74671c953a7:claim-your-khan-tenderfoot-badge/a/get-your-badge
https://www.khanacademy.org/khan-for-educators/k4e-us-demo/xb78db74671c953a7:getting-to-know-khan/xb78db74671c953a7:claim-your-khan-tenderfoot-badge/a/get-your-badge


Mastery  Based
Learning to
Transform
Students Mindset

Khan Academy enables is a fundamentally different way
for students to approach learning.

Students are free to learn anytime, anywhere
Students can jump to where help is needed most, and
spend as much time as necessary mastering concepts 
The content is short, fun, approachable, and easily
digestible
There is a clear and continuous path to learning complex
topics
Students feel an increased sense of ownership - they are
learning, not “being taught”

The focus on core conceptual understanding ensures
students build the necessary skills that are applicable in
any curriculum used in schools
Interactive practice ensures concepts truly sink in
Rich analytics help teachers monitor progress and
provide focused support
Teachers are empowered to make their classroom
experiences much more fun, engaging, and social, with
less lecturing and more project-based learning and peer
tutoring 

STUDENT BENEFITS: 

TEACHER BENEFITS:

Focus on the Target
to be Achieved



1 Setting Up Your Teacher Account on Khan Academy

KA Educator | Khan Academy Educator | Teacher resources | Khan Academy

Starting Our Journey

2. Basic Site Navaigation 

3. Student Experience

4. Creating a class

5. Adding students to your class on Khan Academy

6. Practice: Setting up your teacher account on Khan Academy

This is the Link to the Free Professional Development Course

https://www.khanacademy.org/khan-for-educators/k4e-us-demo
https://www.khanacademy.org/khan-for-educators/k4e-us-demo/xb78db74671c953a7:getting-to-know-khan/xb78db74671c953a7:setting-up-your-teacher-account/a/setting-up-your-teacher-account-on-khan-academy
https://www.khanacademy.org/khan-for-educators/resources
https://www.khanacademy.org/khan-for-educators/k4e-us-demo
https://www.khanacademy.org/khan-for-educators/k4e-us-demo/xb78db74671c953a7:getting-to-know-khan/xb78db74671c953a7:setting-up-your-teacher-account/v/basic-site-navigation
https://www.khanacademy.org/khan-for-educators/k4e-us-demo/xb78db74671c953a7:getting-to-know-khan/xb78db74671c953a7:setting-up-your-teacher-account/v/basic-site-navigation
https://www.khanacademy.org/khan-for-educators/k4e-us-demo/xb78db74671c953a7:getting-to-know-khan/xb78db74671c953a7:setting-up-your-teacher-account/v/student-experience
https://www.khanacademy.org/khan-for-educators/k4e-us-demo/xb78db74671c953a7:getting-to-know-khan/xb78db74671c953a7:setting-up-your-teacher-account/v/creating-class
https://www.khanacademy.org/khan-for-educators/k4e-us-demo/xb78db74671c953a7:getting-to-know-khan/xb78db74671c953a7:setting-up-your-teacher-account/a/adding-students-to-your-class-on-khan-academy
https://www.khanacademy.org/khan-for-educators/k4e-us-demo/xb78db74671c953a7:getting-to-know-khan/xb78db74671c953a7:setting-up-your-teacher-account/e/setting-up-your-khan-academy-teacher-account


 Khan Academy's 
 Mastery Learning Philosophy

What is mastery learning

Khan Academy view of master learning

Introducing mastery learning to students

Practice: Introduction to master learning

https://www.khanacademy.org/khan-for-educators/k4e-us-demo/xb78db74671c953a7:getting-to-know-khan/xb78db74671c953a7:introduction-to-mastery-learning/v/what-is-mastery-learning
https://www.khanacademy.org/khan-for-educators/k4e-us-demo/xb78db74671c953a7:getting-to-know-khan/xb78db74671c953a7:introduction-to-mastery-learning/v/khan-academy-view-of-mastery-learning
https://www.khanacademy.org/khan-for-educators/k4e-us-demo/xb78db74671c953a7:getting-to-know-khan/xb78db74671c953a7:introduction-to-mastery-learning/a/introducing-mastery-learning-to-students
https://www.khanacademy.org/khan-for-educators/k4e-us-demo/xb78db74671c953a7:getting-to-know-khan/xb78db74671c953a7:introduction-to-mastery-learning/e/introduction-to-mastery-learning


Easier to Assign
Responsibility

Creating Assignments
on Khan Academy

Using Khan Academy
Assignment Reports 

By using Khan Academy’s assignments, you can  help students fill
gaps in their learning, facilitate the acquisition of new grade-level skills,
and empower students to move on to more challenging concepts.

After creating assignments for your students, it’s important to check their
performance and progress. Monitoring student assignment activity
allows you to celebrate student successes and provide additional,
personalized support when needed.

Stragies for Using Assignments
with Students
Discover how teachers are using assignments to benefit their students
growth. 

Using Course Mastery 
Course mastery is part of Khan for Educators, a free course for teachers
to learn more about Khan Academy, the content and tools available for
teachers and students, and best practices for implementing technology
with students.

https://www.khanacademy.org/khan-for-educators/k4e-us-demo/xb78db74671c953a7:using-assignments-on-khan-academy/xb78db74671c953a7:using-assignments-to-support-mastery-learning/a/creating-assignments-on-khan-academy
https://www.khanacademy.org/khan-for-educators/k4e-us-demo/xb78db74671c953a7:using-assignments-on-khan-academy/xb78db74671c953a7:using-khan-academy-s-assignment-reports/v/assignment-reports
https://www.khanacademy.org/khan-for-educators/k4e-us-demo/xb78db74671c953a7:using-assignments-on-khan-academy/xb78db74671c953a7:using-khan-academy-s-assignment-reports/v/assignment-reports
https://www.khanacademy.org/khan-for-educators/k4e-us-demo/xb78db74671c953a7:using-assignments-on-khan-academy/xb78db74671c953a7:strategies-for-using-assignments-with-students/v/discover-how-teachers-are-using-assignments
https://www.khanacademy.org/khan-for-educators/k4e-us-demo/xb78db74671c953a7:using-course-mastery-on-khan-academy-gr/xb78db74671c953a7:using-course-mastery-on-khan-academy/v/course-mastery
https://www.khanacademy.org/khan-for-educators/k4e-us-demo/xb78db74671c953a7:using-course-mastery-on-khan-academy-gr/xb78db74671c953a7:using-course-mastery-on-khan-academy/v/course-mastery


Try out the Official SAT Practice
student experience 

Classroom INsigths for Educatiors

By offering free practice exercises, full tests, articles and
videos to everyone., everywhere, we hope to level the
playing field so that every student has equal opportunity
for college readiness

TEACHERS | RESOURCES | KHAN FOR EDUCATORS | KHAN ACADEMY

What is the "Official SAT Practice" Quick Links to 
" Official SAT Practice"

Using Khan Academy's Official SAT Practice

USING "OFFICAL SAT PRACTICE" SITE IN THE CLASSROOM

Additional 
     Resources

Make sure you check out the Courses link for more course help

https://www.khanacademy.org/khan-for-educators/k4e-us-demo/xb78db74671c953a7:getting-to-know-khan/xb78db74671c953a7:claim-your-khan-tenderfoot-badge/a/get-your-badge
https://www.khanacademy.org/khan-for-educators/k4e-us-demo/xb78db74671c953a7:getting-to-know-khan/xb78db74671c953a7:claim-your-khan-tenderfoot-badge/a/get-your-badge
https://www.khanacademy.org/sat
https://www.khanacademy.org/sat
https://www.khanacademy.org/khan-for-educators/resources/teacher-essentials#x12772614:classroom-insights
https://www.khanacademy.org/test-prep/sat/x0a8c2e5f:about-official-sat-prep-on-khan-academy/x0a8c2e5f:overview-of-official-sat-practice/a/using-khan-academys-official-sat-practice
https://www.khanacademy.org/khan-for-educators/resources/teacher-essentials/official-sat-practice/a/sat-practice-guide-for-teachers
https://www.khanacademy.org/khan-for-educators/k4e-us-demo/xb78db74671c953a7:getting-to-know-khan/xb78db74671c953a7:claim-your-khan-tenderfoot-badge/a/get-your-badge

